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All Team Managers have access to the Team Selection feature. The feature allows a Team Manager to:
•Assign a list of players to a fixture.
•Publish additional information, such as COVID-19 instructions.
•Invite the players to confirm their selection.
•Record and track player appearances (who has played)

The above sequence can be completed for each match in just a few minutes using the Manager App. To read a step-by-
step guide to creating and managing team selection, via:

•The Club Website Control Panel, click here.
•The Manager App (iOS or Android), click here.

Create fixtures for your 3 pods:

Update the fixtures with start time details:
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https://help.pitchero.com/knowledge/team-selection
https://help.pitchero.com/knowledge/mgr-app-team-selection


Can the Team Manager include extra Covid-19 information?
Yes, the feature allows a coach to add instructions and a match preview. This can be used to advise the players on travel, hygiene 
and personal distance - see your federation for guidance.

Select 5 players.

Where will a Team Selection appear?
When published, your team selection will appear in lots of different places;

•First, in the player’s schedule, which a player or parent can view via the Club App or via their online user account.
•Second, the team match page.

Can I monitor player availability for each fixture?
Yes, use the Player Availability tool in the club control panel. Send a prompt to all players and parents requesting they complete 
their online availability.  You will then be able to see which players are available on each date.

On the day if someone doesn’t turn up to training you can mark as not attending by clicking on Team selection. Then click on the
child that didn’t turn up and you can click on Confirmed and change to not available.



How can I track attendance?
The team selection will be assigned to the match result. Before submitting the result, make sure the starting line up and 
substitutes are correctly listed in the team selection.
Once the result is saved, the selection will be your record of attendance.
Click here to see a short guide on how to manage team Selection via the Pitchero Manager App.

Then you can update the score at the end of the session and update the Notes and attendance.  I have added the coach in the 
number attended. You may have also noticed that I have named the Pod with the coach’s name attached so I know which coach 
was involved with the pod.

Exporting match records
Track and trace functionality can be used to export player attendance in matches into a flexible CSV format, perfect for 
submission to your league, county or governing body.
The exports have the date and time, type of event (training or fixture), a reference to the event (e.g. "Leeds FC vs Manchester 
FC"), first name and last name of the attendee.

https://help.pitchero.com/knowledge/mgr-app-team-selection


Track and Trace

A list of frequently asked questions for Track and trace.

Overview

You can use our Track and Trace functionality to export player attendance for training sessions or team selection for 

fixtures into a flexible CSV format, perfect for submission to your league, county or governing body.

How does it work?

The export function collates data from the training and match attendance parts of the Pitchero database. As long as 

your club has marked players as having attended training, or selected players for a match, that data will show up in 

the exports.

How do I access the Track and Trace export functionality?

Track and Trace is an option under the “Teams” part of your Club Control panel navigation

What is included in the exports?

The exports have the date and time, type of event (training or fixture), a reference to the event (e.g. "Leeds FC vs 

Manchester FC"), first name and last name of the attendee.

What is not included in the exports?

We have deliberately not included any personal information in the export apart from a list of names. This is the 

minimum data needed to report on who was in attendance at a particular event.
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